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A vacuum compatible microfluidic reactor, SALVI (System for Analysis at the

Liquid Vacuum Interface), was employed for in situ chemical imaging of live

biofilms using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). Depth

profiling by sputtering materials in sequential layers resulted in live biofilm spatial

chemical mapping. Two-dimensional (2D) images were reconstructed to report the

first three-dimensional images of hydrated biofilm elucidating spatial and chemical

heterogeneity. 2D image principal component analysis was conducted among bio-

films at different locations in the microchannel. Our approach directly visualized

spatial and chemical heterogeneity within the living biofilm by dynamic liquid

ToF-SIMS. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919807]

Mapping how metabolic pathways are interconnected and controlled at the subcellular scale

within dynamic living systems continues to present a grand scientific challenge. Biofilms, con-

sisting of aggregations of bacterial cells and extracellular polymeric substance (EPS), present

an important avenue for deciphering complex microbial communities. During biofilm formation,

cells assemble in a secreted polymer milieu of polysaccharides, proteins, glycolipids, and

DNA.1,2 Microfluidics provides unprecedented control over flow conditions, accessibility to

real-time observation, high-throughput testing, and mimics in vivo biological environments.3 An

understanding of the mechanism underlying biofilm formation and the design of advanced

microfluidic experiments could address challenges such as interpreting microbial community

interactions, biofouling, and resistance to antimicrobial chemicals. However, only a handful of

biofilm studies used microfluidic approaches that provided hydrated chemical imaging at high

spatial resolution.4–7 Most studies utilized confocal microscopy,4 FTIR spectroscopy,5 or other

approaches (e.g., high density interdigitated capacitors7) for biofilm monitoring. Imaging mass

spectrometry has been demonstrated in biofilm studies.8,9 A coupled microfluidic-imaging mass

spectrometry approach would provide the chemical molecular spatial mapping needed to better

address the scientific challenge of biofilms.

Recently, we developed a portable microfluidic reactor, System for Analysis at the Liquid

Vacuum Interface (SALVI),10,11 which overcame the grand challenge of studying liquids with
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high volatility and liquid interfaces using surface sensitive vacuum instruments. SALVI enables

direct imaging of liquid surfaces using electron or ion/molecular based vacuum techniques. Our

microfluidic approach used a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel fully enclosed with a

thin silicon nitride (SiN) membrane (100 nm thick). For visualization, 2 lm diameter holes were

opened in the SiN membrane in vacuo. These detection windows were dynamically drilled

using the time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) primary ion beam (e.g.,

Biþ).12

Unlike liquid sample holders for transmission electron microscopy and scanning transmis-

sion electron microscopy, SALVI is self-contained and portable.13 As a result, it can potentially

be used in many finely focused analytical tool with minimal adaptation.10 The analytical per-

formance of SALVI has been demonstrated with a variety of analytes ranging from biology to

material sciences.14,15 Unlike most microfluidic applications that are only suitable under ambi-

ent conditions (e.g., separations, cell and small amount sample manipulation, and thermal flow-

sensors),16–18 SALVI is compatible with both in situ ambient and in vacuo spectroscopy analy-

sis and imaging.19 Biofilms have been successfully cultivated inside the microfluidic channel

and imaged using correlative confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and ToF-SIMS.20

Our approach opens a new avenue to study biological sample in their natural state.

Although ToF-SIMS has been widely used for providing molecular signatures of organic and

biological molecules in complex biological systems21,22 or lipid spatial mapping,23 the vacuum-

based ToF-SIMS generally requires solid (either dried24 or cryo treated25) samples. Here, we

report ToF-SIMS two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) chemical images of

hydrated biofilms. In situ time and space-resolved identifications of fatty acid (FA) fragments

characteristic of Shewanella are illustrated by 3D images reconstructed from the ToF-SIMS

depth profile time series. Principal component analysis (PCA) further elucidates biofilm chemi-

cal and spatial heterogeneity and shows the key chemical component at different depth and

location of the biofilm including the biofilm-surface attachment interface.

For all growth experiments, two samples were cultured simultaneously. At days 5 and 6, one

sample was harvested for immediate analysis, respectively, using a ToF-SIMS V spectrometer

(IONTOF GmbH, M€unster, Germany). Similar results were obtained from both samples, because

the biofilm-attachment surface was probed. For consistency, only day 6 data are shown here, while

additional data are provided in the supplementary material.28 2D and 3D image visualizations

were obtained using the IONTOF instrument software. PCA was performed using MATLAB

R2012a (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). 2D images of .bif format were converted and inte-

grated into a matrix. Data were pretreated by normalization to total ions, square root transforma-

tion, and then mean centering.26 For m/z spectra PCA, unit mass peaks from m/z 199 to m/z 255

were used (see Figure S-228). Unit mass peaks from m/z 1–300 were also used and results are

comparable (see Figure S-328). Five characteristic FA peaks (m/z 199, 213, 227, 241, and 255,

corresponding to C12, C13, C14, C15, and C16 FAs) were used in image PCA.27 Images repre-

senting each PC were reconstructed from the score matrix using the red, green, and blue (RGB)

color scale.

Using depth profiling, we drilled through the SiN membrane and collected depth-resolved

images of the live biofilm (Figure 1(a)). Our analysis of the negative ToF-SIMS spectra after

SiN punch-through showed Shewanella FA fragments in the m/z 195–255 range.20 From the

depth profile time series, we selected five regions (highlighted as I, II, III IV, and V) within the

FA m/z range to visualize 2D spatially resolved images collected for 46 s (1000 scans) before

(I), during (II), or after (III, IV, V) SiN membrane punch-through.20 When false color 2D

images of FA fragments characteristic of Shewanella biofilms were selected from the dynamic

depth profiling data, differences were observed (Figure 1(b)) among the five regions.

Furthermore, the biofilm images after SiN membrane punch-through (III, IV, V) displayed var-

iations across the 2 lm diameter surfaces, with C12 (m/z 199) being distributed across regions

III, IV, and V and C15 (m/z 241) FAs mostly in region V (see Figure S-4 for additional FA

images28). This suggested that depth-resolved chemical heterogeneities were present in the bio-

film. To illustrate, we reconstructed the 2D images from depth profiling data within the biofilm

region (from the beginning of III through the end of V) and show spatially resolved 3D
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chemical images within the entire sample (Figure 1(c) and movies S1-S328). The reconstructed

3D images revealed the heterogeneous spatial distribution overlay for C12 (red) and C15

(green) FAs during 302 s biofilm depth profiling from day 5 (Figure S-528) and day 6 (Figure

1(c)).

Spectral PCA was used to analyze the m/z spectra. The deepest region (V) into the biofilm

was the most different from the other two biofilm regions (III and IV), further confirming the

heterogeneities observed in the 2D images (e.g., C12 and C15 FA fragments) contributing most

to this spatial difference. In addition, C12 FA fragments played a key role in the biofilms

imaged near the SiN membrane attachment surface (III and IV). When inspected individually,

C12 FAs were observed throughout the entire biofilm region, suggesting that C12 FA fragments

may play a role in biofilm attachment to a surface and they may be main components of EPS

throughout the biofilm. In contrast, C15 FAs were more abundant deeper within the biofilm,

indicating that they may be more relevant to bacteria cells themselves.

Uniform sputtering rate was assumed during depth profiling. To better determine the depth

and shape of the SIMS ionization crater, AFM measurements were collected using an agarose

sample in the SALVI reactor as a proxy for the biofilms (Figure S-628). The AFM results

showed that the 100 nm SiN was drilled through and confirmed that the biofilm interface was

probed by ToF-SIMS. Ideally, real-time correlative AFM and ToF-SIMS measurements will be

needed due to the self-healing property of biofilms. However, such capability is currently under

development.

FIG. 1. (a) ToF-SIMS depth profiling of the day 6 biofilm attached to the SiN membrane in the microfluidic channel. Five

regions representing sample before SiN punch-through (I) during punch-through (II) or within the biofilm region (III, IV,

and V) are illustrated. (b) 2D false color images of day 6 biofilm FAs at the five time regions highlighted in (a). (c)

Reconstructed 3D day 6 biofilm images showing FA fragment distributions within the entire biofilm region (III–V, 302 s).

The time axis represents depth profiling from near the SiN surface into the biofilm. (d) Spectra PCA score plot of day 6 bio-

film showing the differences and similarities among selected five regions (m/z 199–255). A 95% confidence limit for each

region was defined by an ellipse with the same color to the corresponding region clusters. (e) Loadings of PC1 and PC2 cor-

responding to (d) and the plot of PC variance contributions.
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To further analyze chemical differences within biofilms, we performed ToF-SIMS depth

profiling at three locations along the microchannel; namely, the inlet, center, and outlet as illus-

trated in Figure S-1(b).28 At each location, we defined the five regions described in Figure 1(a),

and 2D image PCA analysis was conducted on the biofilm region (from the beginning of III

through the end of V) to visualize the chemical distributions on day 6. Figure 2(a) shows the

loading plots for the m/z peaks that contribute to each PC image (Figure 2(b)). The first three

PCs explained 93.79% of the variance within the data. For PC1, the strongest positive loading

fragments were C12 and C15 FAs, which are the bright red areas in three PC1 images. The

C12 FAs were the main contributor to the green regions in the PC2 image. The strongest load-

ing for PC3 in blue was C14 FAs. Compared to PC1 and PC2, PC3 played a limited contribu-

tion to the overall spatial distribution discrimination. The merged images give a demonstration

of chemical spatial distribution of key components of biofilms in the liquid microenvironment.

Our results show that SALVI and liquid ToF-SIMS studies of live biofilms offer dynamic,

depth-resolved chemical mapping and produce 2D and 3D visualizations of spatial heterogeneity

within a biofilm. Chemical imaging of biofilms near the attachment interface can enhance our under-

standing of biofilm formation in environmental, medical, and industrial settings. Our approach pro-

vides a universal portable platform and enables in situ probing of complex living biological systems

potentially across multiple time and space scales. Because of the portability and vacuum compatibil-

ity, SALVI offers a valuable linkage with proteomic mass spectrometry via microfluidics and a non-

destructive package for integrative in situ analysis of live biological systems in system biology.
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FIG. 2. (a) Image PCA loading plots illustrating the contribution of each FA peak in the day 6 biofilm at three locations

within the microfluidic channel. The variance contributions of each PC are shown at the bottom. (b) Reconstructed false-

color 2D PCA images in RGB corresponding to each PC scores at these locations along the microfluidic channel. The RGB

composite images of the three key PCs are depicted in the bottom. Only data within the 2 lm diameter circle were consid-

ered in analysis.
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